Speech production parameters of three postlingually deafened adults who use cochlear implants were measured: after 24 h of auditory deprivation (which was achieved by turning the subject's speech processor off); after turning the speech processor back on; and after turning the speech processor off again. The measured parameters included vowel acoustics [F 1, F2, F0, sound-pressure level (SPL), duration and H l-H2, the amplitude difference between the first two spectral harmonics, a correlate of breathiness] while reading word lists, and average airflow during the reading of passages. Changes in speech processor state (on-tooff or vice versa) were accompanied by numerous changes in speech production parameters. Many changes were in the direction of normaIcy, and most were consistent with long-term speech production changes in the same subjects following activation of the processors of their eochlear implants [Perkell et al., I. Acoust. Soc. Am. 91, 2961-2978 (1992) ]. Changes in mean airflow were always accompanied by H l-H2 (breathiness) changes in the same direction, probably due to underlying changes in laryngeal posture. Some parameters (different combinations of SPL, F0, H 1-H 2 and formants for different subjects) showed very rapid changes when turning the speech processor on or off. Parameter changes were faster and more pronounced, however, when the speech processor was turned on than when it was turned off. The picture that emerges from the present study is consistent with a dual role for auditory feedback in speech production: long-term calibration of articulatory parameters as well as feedback mechanisms with relatively short time constants.
INTRODUCTION

A. The role of hearing in speech production
Auditory feedback is generally considered to be important during language and speech acquisition but less important after mastering skilled speech production (Waldstein, 1990) . Various approaches have been employed to study whether the speech production system is under some form of auditory feedback control. Some studies have presented distorted auditory feedback to speakers and have measured concomitant changes in their speech production. For example, Garber and Moller (1979) found that subjects reading a set of standard sentences while hearing their voices low pass filtered at 300 Hz, decreased nasal coupling (as measured by an accelerometer). This led the investigators to postulate that auditory information is used to control nasalization. Elman (1981) found that F0 control was impaired when subjects' air-conducted feedback of the F0 of their own speech was frequency shifted either randomly or by a constant factor. Other effects of distorting auditory feedback, such as disfluency due to delayed auditory feedback and increased SPL with masking of feedback, had led many early investigators to propose a servomechanism theory of speech production. This theory stated that speech production was back in speech production has been to examine the speech production of people who became deaf as adults (after speech motor patterns were ingrained). Individuals deafened as adults do not have a major impairment of the intelligibility of their speech, and indeed in many cases it is not easy for listeners to determine whether such speakers are deaf when judging samples of their speech interspersed with "foils." Such observations led two researchers to propose that postlingual deafness has no effect on "articulate" speech production (Goehl and Kaufmann, 1984) . (However, also see Zimmermann and Collins, 1985; Cowie et al., 1986.) Many researchers, however, found differences between the speech of such subjects and that of heating controls, especially in suprasegmental measures but also in production of vowels and consonants (see, for example, Leder et al., 1987a ,b,c; Waldstein, 1990; . Some investigators Perkell etal., 1992) have proposed the hypothesis, consistent with these studies, that auditory feedback does play a role in speech production after speech motor skills are ingrained: namely, it serves to "calibrate" speech production, i.e., to validate the parameter settings of multi-articulator gestures by comparing phonetic output with phonemic intention. This calibration is carried out in two ways: ( 1 ) the speaker monitors relations between his/her own phonemic intentions and acoustic output, and (2) the speaker detects discrepancies between his speech and the speech of other people. In this view, auditory feedback does not influence speech movements as they unfold, on a moment-to-moment basis. Instead, the current results of auditory monitoring influence future movements.
We have studied short-term changes in the speech of cochlear implant users when their speech processors are turned off and on, as an additional way to obtain findings that will help us constrain theories about the role of heating in speech production. In some ways, turning off the speech processor of a coehlear implantee is similar to presenting masking noise to a normally hearing subject since, in both cases, subjects are deprived of auditory information about their own speech production. However, there are important differences between the two paradigms. One advantage of employing cochlear implant users as subjects is that it provides an opportunity to study the effects of longer periods of acoustic deprivation than would be practical with normally heating speakers subjected to masking noise. We can ask cochlear implant users to turn off their device for 24 h before coming to the laboratory, but it would not be practical to subject a normal hearing person to 24 h of masking noise. Another advantage of employing subjects who wear cochlear implants is that when their speech processors are turned off they do not hear at all, while masking noise at comfortable levels applied to normally hearing subjects cannot fully block bone-conducted hearing. On the other hand, cochlear implant subjects have some peculiarities that set them apart from normally hearing speakers. Auditory perception utilizing a eochlear implant is poorer than normal hearing, especially with respect to fine-grained spectral resolution. Therefore, the auditory capabilities of these subjects are diminished even when their speech processors are turned on. In addition, implant users generally have a history of prolonged, profound deafness. Thus we cannot directly generalize our findings to normally heating speakers, although these findings can cast light on control mechanisms in speech production.
B. Cochlear implants and speech production
Cochlear implants help many people to communicate, not only because of the perceptual benefit these devices provide but also becau**;c patients may improve their speech production compared to its quality before implantation. Bilger et al. (1977) With the excel•tion of Svirsky and Tobey ( 1991 ) , who examined changes in formant frequencies as the speech processor was turned on and off, the studies cited above examined long-term longitudinal changes in speech production pre-to post-activation of the implant's speech processor. The question remains, how fast were these changes? Does speech production change immediately upon reintroduction of auditory feedback, or does it take some time for speech parameters to reach new values? And how fast does speech deteriorate when the speech processor is turned off?. If time constants involved in these changes are on the order of minutes, seconds, or ewm less (such as those observed by Svirsky and Tobey), long-term longitudinal studies cannot answer these questions with precision, as measurements are made at best a few days before and after initial stimulation. We could record speech production immediately after initial stimulation but this presents two important problems. First, many parameters have to be adjusted in the speech processor before the patient starts receiving normal implant stimulation.
These adjustments take at least an hour; percepts during initial adjustment may be unrepresentative of later percepts and may interact with them initially in determining parameters of speech production. In addition, the session when a patient is initially stimulated may be a tense and emotional occasion, which can also influence speech production in complex and unidentified ways. Thus the paradigm employed in this study (and in the Svirsky and Tobey study), is uniquely appropriate to explore the time course of fast changes in speech production associated with sudden deprivation or introductton of auditory feedback.
C. Questions to e•mmine
This study is the third in a series of three studies that were conducted with post-lingually deafened adults, and designed to explore the effects on speech production of audi-tory stimulation provided by cochlear implants Perkell etaL, 1992) . We expect such studies will help characterize speech changes seen in cochlear implantees and, in addition, shed light on the role of auditory feedback in the regulation of speech motor control. The two previous reports concerned long-term longitudinal changes in measures of average airflow and other speech breathing parameters (Lane etaL, 1991 ) and changes in vowel acoustics following processor activation (Perkell et aL, 1992) . The present paper reports on short-term changes when the speech processor of the implant is turned on and off. We measured several of the same parameters that were examined longitudinally in the two previous studies: vowel acoustics (formant frequencies, fundamental frequency, duration, intensity, and H I-H 2--the difference in amplitude of the first two vowel harmonics, an acoustic correlate of breathiness) while reading word lists, and average airflow during the reading of passages. The three subjects we employed are the same three who participated in the Lane etal. study, a subset of the four who participated in the Perkell etal. study.
This study is concerned with the temporal relations between the control of speech production parameters and access to auditory information. Does a 24-h period of auditory deprivation have an effect on speech production; if so, on which parameters? What is the time course of changes in speech parameters once auditory feedback is restored? If the speech processor is then turned off again after a short period of use (about 15 min in this study ), what is the time course of changes compared to those observed when the speech processor was turned on? In the extreme, a parameter that does not require auditory input should not change at all in response to auditory deprivation; however, a parameter that relies extensively on auditory input from moment-to-moment for its accurate production may change quickly and dramatically when auditory input is removed. We hypoth- esize that most parameters will fall between these extremes: The time constants involved in changes of speech production parameters when auditory status is modified may indicate the degree to which production of a specific parameter relies on auditory information on a short-term basis.
In discussing speech production parameter changes that follow changes in the auditory input provided by a cochlear implant, we cannot presume that each parameter change is directly driven by subjects' perception of that parameter (cf. Perkell et aL, 1992) . For example, the subject might perceive his loudness and make physiological adjustments to lower voice level that may also affect F0 or breathiness. With this notion in mind, we tried to identify relevant parameter interdependencies; instances where change in one parameter is the main force causing changes in other parameters. In addition, we wanted to determine which parameters change consistently across all vowels studied, and conversely, which other parameters show different tendencies for different vowels, perhaps in the direction of increased contrast among vowels along perceptually relevant acoustic dimensions.
I. METHOD
A. Subjects
Subjects were the same as in our two previous reports (Perkell et All three subjects had pure tone average losses greater than 110 dB in each ear prior to implant; they derived no benefit from amplification and performed at chance levels on auditory tests of closed-set word recognition. Following processor activation, all three subjects improved in auditory word recognition and achieved quite high levels of sentence recognition with stimulation from the implant supplementing lipreading (see Table I ). This latter "audiovisual" condi-tion showed substantial improvement over lipreading alone. Sentence recognition based only on auditory cues from the processor was quite variable among the three subjects. Postactivation values on a test of auditory four-vowel, forcedchoice identification are also shown in Furthermore, each cochlear-implant patient in our study had a distinct configuration of speech anomalies preaetivation--partly the result, no doubt, of their different histories of profound, prolonged deafness and their adaptation to it. Moreover, there is wide variation in psychephysical capabilities among coehlear implant users, probably as a result of different patterns of nerve survival as well as differences in central processing. Finally, vowel productions may vary considerably and still be perceived as intended; thus, achieving precise vowel targets may be less critical to some speakers than others. We should expect then, that for most parameters, each subject will respond to stimulation differently. Consequently, we have adopted a single-subject design that is replicated with three different subjects spanning both genders, a range of perceptual benefit from their prostheses, and diverse etiologies and ages at initial hearing loss. Separate statistical tests were conducted and findings are discussed separately for each subject. Despite the differences among patients, it is possible to discern some common trends---for example, consistency of results from the current study with long term longitudinal changes. were performed immediately after speech processor status changed, in an attempt to record parameter changes that may occur rapidly (within a few tokens). The purpose of blocks 3 and 5 was to detect parameter trends that might not stabilize within a single block. To yield measures of their speech breathing, subjects read a passage interspersed with the five vowel bloe'<s in different ways for each subject, as indicated in Fig. 1 . Subjects FA and FB read the Rainbow Passage a total of three times, in an OFF-ON-OFF sequence, while subject MA (who had difficulty reading that passage) read instead the first paragraph of a simpler passage ('% Trip to the Zoo," Wilson, 1979 ) . MA read his paragraph a total of nine times (three times per condition).
C. Prosthesis
The Ineraid coghlear implant (Richards Medical Co.) consists of an implanted electrode array, a percutaneous pedestal and conner:tot, and an external sound processor (Eddington, 1983 tion into the scala tympani through the round window, with the first placed most apically, some 22 mm from the round window. Gain controls include user adjustments for input sensitivity and volume, and channel specific gains that are set (internally) for each subject.
D. Recording and calibration procedures
The subject was seated in a comfortable chair in a sound-attenuating room. A small electret microphone, attached with a stiff wire to a headband, was placed at a fixed distance of 20 cm from the subject's lips. Lung volume was measured using an inductive plethysmograph (Respitrace, Ambulatory Monitoring Inc.). The Respitrace calibration procedure employed "isovolume maneuvers" and an airbag of known volume (Spirobag); this calibration procedure is 
Data analysis
This study employs a single subject design, which was replicated three times for three different subjects. For this report, we have performed graphical and statistical analyses on the following variables. Frequency off 1 and F2, SPL, and H I-H 2 ("harmonic difference," an indirect indicator of "breathiness," see Klatt and Klatt, 1990 ) were derived at the mid-vowel point, using a 51.2-ms window for acoustic spectra and SPL calculations. H I-H 2 is the amplitude difference between the first two harmonics in the acoustic spectrum, corrected for the influence off 1. We did not include in this analysis any harmonic difference data for tokens where As mentioned earlier, this study was conducted in the course of a long-term longitudinal study of the effects of processor activation which included the present three subjects (Perkell et al., 1992) . In each session of the long-term longitudinal study these speakers read lists of nine vowels, including the six of the present study, three times each, in the same carrier phrase used here. Average parameter values were computed for the two sessions before each subject's speech processor was activated ("pre-activation") and for the most recent longitudinal session prior to the present study ("post-activation") in order to compare short-term effects of turning the processor on with those that occurred in the long term. Table I they represent values obtained in block 1 (after 24-h deprivation period) and block 2 (immediately after the speech processor was turned on). Examination of this figure reveals that the first two occurrences of/c/after the speech processor was turned on (tokens 11 and 12 in the top right graph) were clearly lower than those obtained in the first block, indicating very rapid adjustment of voice level with speech processor activation.
However, the first two occurrences of/u/after the speech processor was turned on (bottom right graph) were not clearly different from block 1 values.
We can say with some certainty that SPL had reached a lower level by the first three to four occurrences of each vowel after turning the speech processor on, although inherent variability makes it difficult to indicate precisely when this change took place it may have been well underway by the first or second occurrence of each token after turning the speech processor on.
There were no significant changes from blocks 2 to 3 (see Fig. 2 ). The latter block of measures was taken after reading a passage and additional materials, with the speech processor still on. Lack of change between blocks 2 and 3 is consistent with the observation that most of the off-to-on change occurred shortly after turning the speech processor on. Finally, SPL values showed a tendency to return to preactivation values after the speech processor was turned back off (blocks 4 and 5), but this tendency was expressed in different ways for each subject. Subject MA showed a trend toward higher SPL values throughout blocks 2 to 5 with no observable differences between any two of those blocks. The trend was slow compared to the large changes he showed in a short time between blocks 1 and 2. Like MA, subject FA stayed at the same SPL in the first block after turning the speech processor back off (block 4); the beginning of a return to higher SPL is only significant in block 5 [F(6,54) = 3.4, p < 0.01 ], after reading of one passage and additional materials. Average SPL in block 5, after the speech processor had been off for more than 15 min, did not quite reach the level obtained in the first block after 24 h with the device off. Subject FB showed a clear change toward higher SPL when the speech processor was turned back off (block 4, significantly higher than block 3), F(6,54) = 6.3, p < 0.001, and there was a rising trend from blocks 4 to 5, with the speech processor still off. As observed with the other two subjects, however, return to block 1 levels was not complete: There was pronounced contrast between the large, rapid changes seen when the speech processor was turned on (block 1 to 2) and the more gradual changes observed when the speech processor was turned off. Indeed, the sizes of offto-on changes (between blocks 1 and 2) were bigger than onto-off changes even when we measure on-to-off changes between blocks 2 and 5, which occurred over a much longer time span (see Fig. 2) . FB was the subject who showed the clearest changes in response to turning the speech processor on and off. Interestingly, the vowels that were significantly shortened by FB when the speech processor was turned on were the three lax vowels we employed in this study:/l/,/e/, and/u/. Shortening of lax vowels was not only statistically significant but also more pronounced than for tense vowels in absolute terms: vowel duration decreased 26%, 25%, and 29% respectively for/I/,/e/, and/u/from blocks I to 2, while it decreased only 4%, 4%, and 9% respectivdy for/i/,/a/, and/u/between the same two blocks. Pronounced shortening only of the lax vowels suggests that FB was trying (successfully, as we discuss below) to increase durational contrast between tense and lax vowels.
As was observed with their vowel SPL, FB's and MA's changes in vowel duration when the speech processor was turned off (after block 3) were slower and less pronounced than when the speech processor was turned on (after block 1 ): average duration showed no significant changes for subject MA and it increased for FB by only about 9 ms, compared to a drop of 15 ms for the off-to-on transition. There was a further small duration increase for FB from blocks 4 to 5, with the speech processor still off, but values at the end of the experiment (block 5) still had not reached the levels obtained after the 24-h auditory deprivation. This finding suggests that, as for SPL, time constants involved in the offto-on transition for duration changes are shorter than those in the on-to-off trarsition.
Another way to look at the effect of speech processor activation on vowd durations is to ask whether subjects make more systematic distinctions along the duration dimension when the speech processor is on. To assess duratinhal contrast we calculated d' scores for each subject and each block, for three pairs of contrasts:/l/-/i/,/u/-/u/ and tense versus lax vowels (see Table II ). Examination of mean values of d' in Table II tions with the speech processor on and off. In summary, the subject who showed the most improvement with the speech processor turned on (FB) was the one that combined good perceptual benefit from the device with relatively late deafening.
for all OFF conditions combined (sixth row) and both ON conditions (seventh row). Given a context, tense vowels (/i/,/n/, and/u/) are normally longer than lax vowels (/•/,/u/, and/e/). Negative d' values indicate that the mean durations in the ten•e-lax contrast were reversed (lax mean longer
C. Fundamental frequency (FO)
Figure 5 tion than in the off-to-on transition (see Fig. 8 ). Figure 9 shows subject FB's harmonic difference values for each individual utterance. The abruptness of harmonic difference changes when the speech processor was turned on or off is striking: These changes occurred within a few tokens of turning the speech processor on, possibly even by the first token after turning it on, as is apparent in the off-to-on transitions for/o/,/u/, and/d in Fig. 9 . In the on-to-offtransition, changes also occurred within a few tokens for/a/and /e/but they were more gradual for/u/.
F. Airflow (from passage reading)
The graphs in the top row of Fig. 10 Airflow decreased for subjects MA and FA when the speech processor was turned on, and returned to higher levels after it was turned back off. In MA's case all levels (with the speech processor on and off) were much higher than in any longitudinal recording, which may question the accuracy of our airflow calibration in this session. However, an incorrect calibration would affect only absolute airflow lev- els; direction of changes in average airflow between conditions would still be measured correctly. Subject FB's airflow changes were opposite to the other subjects': Airflow increased when the speech processor was turned on and returned to lower levels when the speech processor was turned back off. t-tests for matched pairs of sentences indicate that airflow during passage readings changed significantly when the processor was turned on, for FA (p < 0.05), when it was turned off, for FB (p < 0.05) and under both transitions, for MA (p < 0.05 andp < 0.001, respectively).
Changes observed in subjects MA and FB in this study (lower airflow with the speech processor on for MA, higher airflow when the speech processor was on for FB) were in the same direction as changes observed in the longitudinal study of speech breathing (Lane et al., 1991 ) . On the other hand, FA increased her average airflow after initial activation of her speech processor in the longitudinal study but she decreased airflow levels when the speech processor was turned on in this study. This finding constitutes the second example where there was clear change in one direction in the longitudinal study and clear change in the opposite direction in this short-term study; the other occurrence of such apparent inconsistency was in harmonic difference values of the same subject, FA.
Comparing top and bottom graphs in Fig. 10 , we see that airflow changes when the speech processor is turned on and off are accompanied by H I-H2 changes in the same direction for all subjects; and pre-to post-activation changes in airflow are similarly accompanied by H 1-H 2 changes in the same direction. The link between airflow and H 1-H 2 was found even in the case of subject FA, whose airflow and harmonic difference increased post-activation in the longitudinal study but decreased when we turned the speech processor on in this study.
O. Summary of results
For each subject, we analyzed six segmental parameters in each of six vowels. Thus, there were 36 parameter-vowel combinations that could potentially show changes from one block to the next. However, due to missing H 1-H 2 data points, the number of parameter-vowel combinations that could be tested was 33 to 34. Figure 11 TABLE IlL In each ceil, the first value is the number of vowel-parameter combinations which showed larger changes in the off-to-on transition than in the on-to-off transition ("on-dominant"); the second value is the number of vowel-parameter combinations which showed larger changes in the on-to-off transition than in the off-to-on transition ("off-dominant"). The first line includes only those parameter-vowel combinations that underwent statistically significant change in at least one of the two transitions, while the second line includes all parameter-rowe' combinations. Notice that the numbers of off-to-on transitions (first values) are typically larger. Asterisks show results of sign tests that indicate whether :he number of combinations that underwent larger changes in the off-to-on transition is significantly higher than the number of combinations that showed the opposite behavior. These tests show that parameter changes when the SP was turned on were generally more pronounced than when the SP was turned off. *--p < 0.05, **--p < 0.01, ***--p < 0. parameter-vowel combinations that changed significantly between sequential block pairs for each subject, at a 1% confidenee level. The highest number of significant changes occurred during the off-to-on transition, i.e., between block 1 (after a 24 h deprivation period, with the speech processor still off) and block 2 (immediately after turning the speech processor on). Many parameter-vowel combinations also changed during the on-to-off transition, i.e., between block 3 (with the speech processor on) and block 4 (after turning the speech processor back off), but there were relatively few changes between blocks 2 and 3 (both with the speech processor on) or between blocks 4 and 5 (both with the speech processor off). An additional observation in this study is that parameter changes that occurred when the speech processor was turned on were generally faster and more pronounced than changes that resulted when the speech processor was turned off. Table III shows numbers of parameter-vowel combinations which displayed larger changes when the speech processor was turned on than when it was turned off, and vice versa. Results of sign tests (also shown in Table III) indicate that parameter changes when the speech processor was turned on were generally more pronounced than when the speech processor was turned off. A third general pattern is the consistency of short-term effects of speech processor activation with long-term longitudinal changes after processor activation. How long after turning the speech processor on or off did changes start to take place? Except for SPL, for which all subjects showed clear drops within a few tokens of turning the processor on, our data are too variable to determine such delays with precision. It is clear, however, that at least for some parameter-vowel combinations the effect of turning the speech processor on was very fast--well within a few tokens (see, for example, Figs. 3 and 9) .
Except for SPL and F0 (which, like SPL, showed a tendency to decrease after turning on the speech processor), changes were generally idiosyncratic: Different subjects showed different behavior for any given parameter. On the other hand, the set of six vowels generally behaved in a consistent fashion for a given subject and parameter. We seldom found statistically significant changes in different directions for different vowels. There were some exceptions to this rule: Subject MA's F2 values changed in different directions, resulting in an increase in the range of F2; first formants of subject FB also changed in different directions resulting in a decrease off I rang e. Additional examples in which different vowels behaved in different ways for the same subject and parameter (even though not 'all these changes were statistically significant) were subject FA's duration changes (when the speech processor was first turned on she reduced significantly the duration of lax vowels, but not tense vowels) and subject FB's inerea•.e in F 2 range. Thus, several exceptions to the cross vowel consistency corresponded to adjustments that tended to increase contrast along an acoustic dimension.
The only parameter that changed in the same direction for all subjects both in this study and in Ihe longitudinal study (Perkell et al., 1992 ) was SPL. Short-term changes when processor status changes from off to on usually have the same sign as the corresponding long-term changes in parameter values p"e-to post-activation of the implant processor. For all three subjects and all seven parameters, when there was a significant change in both long-and short-term parameter values, both changes generally had the same sign.
Subject FA provided the only clear exception to this trend: 2 Her airflow and H I-H 2 increased longitudinally but both decreased when we turned the speech processor on in this study. A related observation is that for all subjects, changes in airflow were invariably accompanied by H 1-H 2 changes in the same direction.
III. DISCUSSION
Most of the significant changes between successive blocks occurred when there was a change in processor status (see Fig. 11 ), in spite of the fact that typically there were longer periods between vowel blocks when speech processor status did not change, thus providing more time for such changes to occur.
Many parameters changed in the direction of normalcy for all subjects, for example SPL and F0 which were abnormally high after the 24-h deprivation period and became more normal when the speech processor was turned on. Other parameters, such as duration, showed intersubject differences, with two subjects decreasing duration toward more normal values when the speech processor was turned on and the other subject increasing durations that were already high. Although a fe',v parameters showed changes in differ-ent directions for different vowels, those changes usually resulted in enhanced phonemic contrast. In some cases, there seemed to be several different tendencies acting on the same parameter for a given subject. For example, both female subjects showed a tendency to improve their durational contrasts between/i/and /I/and this was concurrent with overall duration changes: lengthening in one case (subject FA) and shortening in another case (subject FB). Subject MA showed overall durational decrease when the speech processor was on, but his durational contrasts were rather poor both in ON and OFF conditions. Short-term changes when the processor is turned from off to on generally have the same sign as the corresponding long-term changes in parameter values pre-to post-activation of the implant processor. For all subjects and all seven parameters, when there was a significant change in both long and short-term parameter values, both had the same sign with three exceptions: H 1-H 2, airflow, and duration. All three exceptions occurred with subject FA and the first two, H 1-H 2 and airflow, were clearly related. In this subject's case, it may be that different control strategies underlie a given parameter change in the short term (on-off experiments) and the long term (longitudinal study ). After receiving her speech processor, FA showed increased airflow and As noted earlier, changes in airflow were always accompanied by changes of the same sign in H 1-H 2 for all three subjects, both in their longitudinal trends and responses to turning the speech processor on and off. This coupling of airflow and H 1-H 2 occurred regardless of whether subjects responded to auditory stimulation with an increase or decrease in airflow. Indeed, even subject FA (whose airflow and H 1-H 2 responded differently to initial processor activation than to the manipulations done in this study) showed the same coupling, with both parameters increasing together as a consequence of initial stimulation and decreasing together in response to turning the speech processor on in this study. The average amount of vocal-fold separation is probably responsible for this coupling (see Osberger and McGarr, 1982; Perkell et al., 1992) . A more open vocal fold posture results in more airflow and, since vocal fold closure during the vibrating cycle is not as abrupt as in more pressed glottal posture (cf . Holmberg et al., 1988) , the glottal waveform is more nearly sinusoidal and H I-H 2 is correspondingly higher.
We should keep in mind that many of these parameters are related in complex ways. For example, two subjects showed increased F2 ranges and decreased F 1 ranges when the speech processor was on. While it is tempting to interpret the increased F2 ranges as evidence that speech production control mechanisms use auditory feedback to provide increased contrast in theF2 dimension, theF 1 changes seem to contradict such an explanation. However, it is possible that decreased F 1 ranges are a passive consequence of shorter durations rather than an active adjustment by control mechanisms. It is interesting to note that the two subjects with decreased F 1 range also show shorter durations when the speech processor is turned on. Moreover, vowel durations do not shorten in the case of the third subject, whose F 1 range remains unchanged when turning the speech processor on. First formant values are partially dependent on lowering of the tongue or jaw. The jaw in particular is a relatively massive, slow moving articulator. Thus shorter vowel durations might not allow enough time to reach F 1 targets and would reduce F 1 range, especially for open vowels. One way to probe whether a rapid parameter change is due to active adjustments made by the speaker in response to auditory feedback, or a passive consequence of changes in other speech parameters is to determine whether subjects can hear the pertinent difference in their speech before and after the change. This can be done with perceptual studies, employing psychophysical tasks to determine whether subjects can discriminate stimulus changes as similar as possible to the changes observed in their speech when the speech processor is turned on and off. We intend to undertake such studies in the future.
Another method for investigating whether a given speech production change is actively driven by a particular characteristic of the auditory signal is to manipulate auditory feedback with respect to that characteristic. One exam- Finally, we may analyze instances of differential behavior for different vowels in relation to phonemic contrast. As observed above for subject FB, she decreased average vowel duration significantly when the speech processor was on. This average decrease was caused by large, significant shortening of the three lax vowels used in this study (/I/,/e/, /u/) in conjunction with small, nonsignificant changes for the tense vowels (/i/, /a/, /u/). While it may be possible to account for duration changes as a result of parameter interdependencies, such an explanation does not seem plausible for changes that occurred only for some vowels and in such a way that phonetic contrast was increased. Again, a more parsimonious explanation would be that subject FA made active vowel duration adjustments driven by auditory feedback.
Our findings are consistent with the hypothesis that one role of auditory information is to recalibrate control mechanisms that, in the absence of that information, use nonauditory afferent information and/or overlearned articulatory routines for their execution. The hypothesis of a "calibrating" role for self hearing is consistent with the prediction of an asymmetry in the time courses and sizes of the effects of activating and deactivating the speech processor, as was found in this experiment. In the absence of hearing, articulatory routines would be executed correctly but eventually erron would arise, for example from postural shifts. Brief exposure to the auditory consequences of these erroneous parameter values of the articulation routines could lead to rapid resetting of these values and hence rapid improvement in speech quality. Indeed, speech changes when the speech processor was turned on after 24 h of non-use were generally faster and larger than those observed when the speech processor was turned back off after 30 min of use. This result suggests that one of the roles of auditory information in speech production is calibrational: 30 rain of auditory information during blocks 2 and 3 served to reset or recalibrate speech production parameters and the effects of this recalibration persisted after turning the speech processor off again.
However, these findings are inconsistent with hypotheses that assign auditory feedback only a long-term calibrational effect (i.e., an effect that can only be observed hours, days or weeks after auditory information has been modified). As indicated above, some parameters (including SPL, F0, H I-H2, and formants, for different subjects) showed very fast changes when the speech processor was turned either on or off. Similarly rapid adjustments in F2 frequency were observed by Svirsky and Tobey ( 1991 ) in users of another multichannel cochlear implant. Rapid changes when the speech processor is turned off (even though these changes may be smaller and concern fewer parameters than when the speech processor is turned on} suggest that the role of hearing in speech production is not restricted to long-term recalibration ofarticulatory routines.
The picture that emerges from the present study is consistent with a dual role for auditory feedback in speech production. Long-term calibration of articulatory parameters causes large, relatively gross adjustments, while short-term feedback mechanisms (with time constants ranging from a fraction of a second to minutes} provide additional fine tuning. Do these short-term mechanisms have an effect on ongoing gestures? In other words, is auditory feedback used on a moment-to-moment basis for midcourse correction of speech movements? This study was not designed to detect changes within individual segments, but we believe it is unlikely that auditory information is used in this fashion because many segments are shorter (or not very much longer) than the time needed to hear relevant acoustic characterstics of a segment and act in consequence. However, the possibility of correction of ongoing gestures driven by auditory feedback cannot be ruled out for suprasegmental parameters.
